ADVANCED LOUDSPEAKERS

DIPOLE 140-15D

DIPOLE TRUE RIBBON DRIVER

Back to the roots... 140-15D goes open back, and then some! Keeping all the technological (read: audible) advantages, now it became the thinnest dipole true ribbon in the industry. This is an essential feature as there aren’t any deep slots or short horns created by bulky magnets in the vicinity of the ribbon element, to increase its air loading mass and compromise linearity, hence, acceleration and linearity are preserved. Totally symmetrical front and back openings provide identical ribbon loading, identical response and identical dispersion patterns front and back. There lies the greatest advantage, unheard of in any dipole speaker design to date: once the symmetry has been achieved by its physical design, using RAAL’s proprietary foam deflector pads, you can adjust for different and independent dispersion patterns front and back. This will allow you to create amazing depth if stereo image, depending on which pattern in the front and which pattern in the back is best for your listening room acoustics. For the first time, you don’t need electronics to adjust front and back levels. It’s all very easy and very natural now.
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DIPOLE 140-15D
DIPOLE TRUE RIBBON DRIVER

SPECIFICATIONS:

- **RIBBON MATERIAL**: ALUMINIUM
- **RIBBON DIMENSIONS**: 140 x 15 x 0.005 mm
- **RIBBON MASS**: 0.027 g
- **RIBBON AREA**: 21 cm sq.
- **GAP INDUCTION**: 0.5 T
- **FREQ. RESPONSE**: 2kHz ~ 60kHz
- **SENSITIVITY**: 93dB/1W/1m
- **IMPEDEANCE**: 8 Ohm
- **TRANSFORMER PRIMARY INDUCTANCE**: 2 mH
- **PROGRAM POWER HANDLING @ 2.5k L-R 4TH ORDER**: 150 W

ALL MEASUREMENTS WITH DRIVER MOUNTED OFF-CENTER IN IEC STANDARD RAFFLE (1650 x 1350 mm)
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Weight: ~4.2 kg
ALL DIM. TOLERANCE: 0.3 MM